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RADIOFREQUENCY ABLATION WITH TWO SODIUM CHLORIDE CONCENTRATIONS
COOLING SOLUTIONS AND ITS INFLUENCE ON DOG THIGH MUSCLE TISSUE
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Abstract. During the last decades, one of the most common nondrug therapies used for patients cardiac arrhythmia
treatment is a controlled thermal destruction of certain myocardial structures and tissues. However, the investigations of
small microstructural changes of thermal tissue destruction are neglected. This study investigated the effect of
radiofrequency ablation with active electrode cooling, on dog thigh muscle damage character and size. Three
experiment sessions were performed on thirteen mongrel dogs. The first radiofrequency ablation session was done
without cooling. In the second session the electrode was cooled with a 0.1% NaCl solution and during the third session,
cooling was made with a 0.9% NaCl solution. In all cases the duration of ablation was 30 s and the power was 40 W.
Lastly, the calculations of a theoretical model were accomplished. Our experimental results show that the strongest
impact of the ablation on tissue damage was observed in the first session, medium in the second session and the lowest
in the third session. The average damaged area of ablated tissue was the largest in the first session, medium in the third
session and the smallest in the second session (p<0.05). The highest temperature on the surface of the heated tissues at
the ablating electrode contact site during the ablation procedure was measured in the first session, medium in the second
session and smallest in the third session. Experimental results and theoretical calculations allow making an assumption
that the different concentrations of cooling solution influence the ablating tissue damage size and character, due to the
redistribution of electric field strength lines. The examination of histological preparations revealed that in the tissues
affected by the ablation procedure the enclosed „ring“ shape stripe of damaged area is detectable.
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